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Our mission is to enable people
around the world to prepare for and
respond to crises in their own
countries
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Learning vision:
Supporting the needs of individuals,
organizations and communities by
facilitating access to learning
resources, platforms and tools that
can enable locally relevant capacitysharing and mutual learning

Learning and digital vision

2016.02.23
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Background
“We will work together with partners to provide learning programmes for
individuals and organisations. The approach will have a local focus, with
blended learning to include a combination of digital tools, face to face
training and mentoring support.
Each Academy Centre will have bespoke learning programmes targeted
for the needs of that country or region. These programmes will include
the contextualisation of relevant global standards.
The Dalberg mapping exercise is one of the initial pieces of research that
will inform our learning strategy.”
Atish Gonsalves, Global Learning Director
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The landscape report makes recommendations on the
Academy’s learning content and partnership opportunities
through a rigorous review of the sector
•
•

To understand and map currently available humanitarian training
material
To identify learning needs and gaps in the provision landscape
To inform the Academy’s decisions on the which materials to develop
and adapt, and which partnerships to pursue in the short and
medium term

•

22 interviews and desk research into 102 organisations to identify:

•
Objectives

•

•

Methodology

•

Current learning provision in the humanitarian sector, by topic, audience and
medium– listed in the database
Gaps and areas requiring additional resources
“Packages” of learning requested by the sector to address these gaps

In addition, interviews explored:

•
•
•

Sources available for sharing
Possible collaborations with partner organisations
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The report identifies relevant content and gaps,
drawing on quantitative analysis as well as interviews

Landscaping scope

Criteria for
identifying gaps

Courses were included that met the following criteria:
– Practitioner-focused rather than policy-focused or purely academic
– Cover humanitarian-specific or cross-cutting issues rather than developmentspecific issues
– Not specific to individual organisations (bespoke or relating to internal
procedures)

Gaps in provision were identified when they met the following criteria:
– Identified unprompted by two interviewees or more
– AND not disputed by other interviewees when asked
– AND are echoed in quantitative analysis of the database (where possible)
…or when Dalberg found no (0) relevant resources through desk research

Key for landscape
overview and
detailed gap
analysis

Areas with content gaps
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Most training is on functional skills (1/2)
Number of courses and materials by content type
•

Not specified

183

The humanitarian system
and humanitarian law

57

Health services

51

Water, sanitation and hygiene
Issue

•

36

Food and nutrition security

28

Shelter and settlement

26

Other services (education,
psychosocial support)

26

Gender

16

Livelihoods

14

Not specified

•

Issues specific to new, emerging issues e.g.
Ebola have few resources, according to
interviewees

•

Most training resources do not address specific
crisis types
– However, additional crisis-specific resources
were not identified as an area of need by
interviewees

228

Conflict

85

Natural disaster
Crisis type

•

Most courses do not address specific
technical areas (but rather functional skills,
covered on next page)
The humanitarian system and health have
many learning resources
Food and nutrition, shelter, non-health
services, gender and livelihoods have fewer
resources
– Children’s needs across all issues, and
food security are underserved areas,
according to interviewees

65

Famine

38

Disease

38

Drought

36

N = 412. Totals sum to more than 412; courses are counted in each relevant category (e.g. a course on famine and drought is
counted against both famine and drought)
Source: Dalberg analysis; Interviews
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Most training is on functional skills (2/2)
Number of courses and materials by content type
Not specified

202

Response
Stage of
intervention

110

Recovery

57

Readiness
Resilience

33
12

Technical skills

109

Assessment and planning

99

Project and programme management

99

Standards and governance

68

Coordination and clustering

61

Communication
Function

49

Budgeting and finance

42

Monitoring and evaluation

41

Security and protection

40

Administration and HR

33

Not specified

32

Coaching and people management
Training

28

• Most training resources do not focus on
particular response stages
• Response is well served, with relatively
little on readiness or resilience
– However, additional stage-specific
resources were not identified as an
area of need by interviewees

• Technical skills are well covered
• Assessment and planning is touched on
in many courses, but needs assessment
is identified by interviewees as an issue
on which materials and expertise are
not available to those needing them
• Cross-cutting project skills such as
governance, budgeting and
evaluation, have many resources
available
• Many aspects of people management
have relatively less content available,
including HR, coaching and training
• Donor management for southern NGOs
and partner management for all NGOs
are emerging needs, according to
interviews
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N = 412. Totals sum to more than 412; courses are counted in each relevant category (e.g. a course on famine and drought is counted against
both famine and drought); Source: Dalberg analysis; Interviews
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Most training is not for a specific audience
Number of courses and materials by audience type
Not specified

202

Technical specialist
Professions
targeted

•

80

Field staff

• National staff in field are underserved
by current provision, according to
interviews

71

Government staff

30

HQ staff

16

Health professional

13

•
•
Not specified

254

Mid-career/management
Staff level
targeted

50

Entry-level

24

Senior/directors

18

Community responders

Geography
targeted

64

Early career

•

2

No clear geographic remit
Clear geographic remit

310
102

N = 412. Totals sum to 412; all courses are assigned to one primary audience type
Source: Dalberg analysis; Interviews

The majority of training is not tailored
to distinct professional audiences

•

The majority of training is not tailored
to different levels of seniority
Senior managers and community
responders are those least served by
current provision:
– Senior managers are more likely
than community responders to be
included in organisations’ internal
training, according to interviews
Managing projects remotely is an
increasingly important skill but little
training or guidance available,
according to interviews

The majority of resources have no
clear geographic target
11

There are few remote or blended courses
Number of courses and materials by access type

Structure1

Interactivity1

In-person
Self-paced
Remote
Blended
Training or workshop resource
Not available
Yes, workshop or meeting
Not available
Yes, quizzes or Q&As
No
Yes, feedback on work provided
Yes, experiential/simulated

223
110

•

39
15
13

• Blended learning or remote workshop
options are less available

12
190

Restricted to certain organisations

Costs1

Language2

•

Few non-workshop resources offer tailored
feedback through e.g. webinars

•

Most resources are open to individuals
and to all humanitarian organisations

175

•

The majority of courses charge fees but
there are many free options

334

•
•

The majority of courses are in English
Only a minority of English-language
courses are translated

51
42
12

237
65
49
36
25

Fee applies
Free
Not available
English
French
Arabic

In-person workshops are available
For online content, many resources
offer automated remote feedback

55

Registration and approval required
Not available
Open to all NGOs

•
•

62

Open to all
Openness1

Many in-person workshops, or self-paced
modules pursued individually are available

124
113

103
57

(1) N = 412. Totals sum to 412; courses are assigned to one primary audience type; (2) N = 412. Sums to over 412 due to double counting of translated
resources Source: Dalberg analysis; Interviews
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There are gaps in specific topics for community responders,
managers and directors
Number of courses and materials by content type
Technical skills

2

Project and programme
management

2 9

Assessment and planning

17

24
31

6
26

Security and protection

15 6 7

22

Coordination and clustering

4

Budgeting and finance

2 11

Monitoring and evaluation

2 7

Communication

2

20

6

7

25

Logistics

7 5

Not specified

43

7 2

8 2

1 9
Entry-level

48

39
32

24
13

•

There are no opportunities for
senior managers to learn about
technical issues besides
practical courses for junior staff
Middle management have
many options to study technical
skills and programme planning
and management
Middle management have
fewer options to learn about
people management, HR and
training
Virtually no resources exist
targeting community responders

41

24
20

•

56

1

19

65

20

55

31

•

67

30

14

•

106

70

37

16

5

Community responders

11

13

56

48

15

Coaching and
people management

Training

3

120

69

1

25

127

67

9

18

Standards and governance

Administration and HR

17

1

32

23
Early career

Mid-career/management

Senior/directors

Not specified

N = 412. Totals sum to more than 412; courses are counted in each relevant category (e.g. a course on famine and drought is
counted against both famine and drought); Source: Dalberg analysis; Interviews

In communication, budgeting and security there are few
options besides in-person trainings
Number of courses and materials by content type
Technical skills

58

Project and programme
management

35

62

Assessment and planning

27

58

Standards and governance

26

35

Security and protection

18

30
40

Budgeting and finance

39

13

31

9

Communication

30

5 6

10

3 41

7 4 4

39

Logistics

22

4

1 1

Not specified

20

8

1 32

Training
In-person

16
Self-paced

Blended

11

4

•

Technical, assessment, and
programme management
resources are spread across
in-person, self-paced and
blended formats

•

A very low proportion of
trainings available in
communication, budgeting
and security are available
outside in-person trainings
– Interviewees identify this
as an obstacle to national
field staff

•

A high proportion of the
resources available in
evaluation and coaching
are already available in
blended and remote format

120

6 106

70

6

4 65

4 55

6 48

34

26
19

6

127

9 1 2 56

Monitoring and evaluation

Coaching and
people management

9

5

1 3 67

31

Coordination and clustering

Administration and HR

7

8

32

1 4 23
Remote

Training or workshop resource

Not specified

N = 412. Totals sum to more than 412; courses are counted in each relevant category (e.g. a course on famine and drought is counted against both
famine and drought) Source: Dalberg analysis; Interviews

Online options are less likely to be targeted, with a particular
gap for senior managers
Number of courses and materials by content type
94

Not specified

27

Early career

Entry-level

11

Senior/directors

14

22

10 2
1

4 23

8 12 200
•

The large majority of self-paced
training is generalist and not
tailored to a professional
audience

•

More senior staff are well served
by in-person workshops (and
internal trainings, according to
interviews)

•

Senior staff have fewer options
for remote or self-paced
learning

17 5 7 3 71

39

Mid-career/management

59

5

1

5

60

24

1
19
2

2
Community responders

In-person

Self-paced

2

Blended

Remote

Training or workshop resource

Not specified

N = 412. Totals sum to more than 412; courses are counted in each relevant category (e.g. a course on famine and drought is counted against both
famine and drought); Source: Dalberg analysis; Interviews
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Ten potential targeted learning packages
Main topic gap identified
Children’s needs across all issues, and food security are underserved areas,
according to interviewees

1

Children’s needs for technical plans

2

Food security

•

Issues specific to new, emerging issues e.g. Ebola have few resources,
according to interviewees

3

Emerging issues

•

Needs assessment is identified by interviewees as an issue on which materials
and expertise are not available to those needing them

4

Needs assessment

•

Many aspects of people management have relatively less content available,
including HR, coaching and training
Middle management have fewer options to learn about people management,
HR and training

5

Coaching, leadership and change
management

•

Donor management for southern NGOs and partner management for all NGOs
are emerging needs, according to interviews

6

Managing donors and partners

•
•

National staff in field are underserved by, according to interviews
A very low proportion of trainings available in communication, budgeting and
security are available outside in-person trainings Interviewees identify this as an
obstacle to national field staff

7

Training specific to national staff

•

Managing projects remotely is an increasingly important skill but little training or
guidance available, according to interviews

8

Support for remote managers

•

Virtually no resources exist targeting community responders

9

Training for community responders

•

There are no opportunities for senior managers to learn about technical issues
besides practical courses for junior staff
Senior staff have fewer options for remote or self-paced learning

10

Technical issues training for senior
staff

Content gaps

•

Underserved audiences

Suggested learning package

•

•

Source: Dalberg analysis

1 Children’s needs for technical plans
Resources of potential partners

Role for the Academy

• Understanding and
applying needs of
children to technical
aspects of programme
design

Subject matter •
expertise
•

Partners have developed institutional knowledge • Investigate appetite of
on children in emergencies, including e-Learning
partners and funders to
Partners have strong internal knowledge base on
adapt into facilitated
child protection and children in conflict, but not
training
shared externally

• Humanitarians with
specialties outside
child protection
– Technical specialists
(e.g. health
specialists, shelter
specialists)
– Programme
managers

Curriculum
• Content on needs of children in emergencies
development
already developed
• In-person training options available in some
countries

• Investigate any plans to
expand existing courses
and content to new
geographies and
delivery models

Local input

• To be identified

• Work with practitioners
to identify specific
needs

• N/A

Expertise in
new delivery
models

• To be identified

• Support adaptation of
existing content into
high-quality, accessible
content (including
financially if necessary)

Local
facilitation

• To be identified

• Identify potential
providers from local
provider analyses

Channel

Audience

Topic

Gap

Source: Dalberg analysis

2 Food security
Gap
Subject
matter
expertise

Role for the Academy

• Partners have developed and publicly
shared introductory training resources

• Investigate appetite
to co-develop nonintroductory trainings
based on internal
knowledge
• Assess feasibility of
working with highcost private providers
or reducing cost

• Academic partners have high degree of
knowledge and some unused content on
food and nutrition security
• All levels and
specialisms,
especially technical
and programme
specialists without
experience in food
security

Curriculum
• See above
developmen
t

• Develop coherent
food security
curriculum from
existing subjectspecific offerings

Local input

• Work with
practitioners to
identify specific
needs

• N/A

Expertise in • Academic partners have extensive online
new delivery
provision
models
• Restricted to nutrition

• Assess feasibility of
working with
academic provider

Local
facilitation

• Identify potential
providers from local
provider analyses

Channel

Audience

Topic

• Food security in
humanitarian
contexts

Resources of potential partners

Source: Dalberg analysis

• To be identified

• To be identified

3 Emerging issues

• All staff with little
tailoring by level:
requirement is for
basic and common
understanding
across agencies in
response

Curriculum
• See above
development

• Develop “curriculum” or template for
required information

Local input

• To be identified

• Identify and understand needs of
potential users

• Country or issuespecific but
requirement is
international
• Requirement is for
information
delivered rapidly
and at scale –
online, perhaps
mobile

Expertise in
new delivery
models

• Investigating feasibility and
possible delivery
mechanisms
• Investigating feasibility and
possible delivery
mechanisms

• Continue to explore feasibility of
innovative delivery models
• Understand feasibility of collating
information on ongoing basis (for
Academy or partners) in preparation for
future crisis situations
• Investigate resources required for
developing and disseminating
standardised materials

Local
facilitation

–

• Identify potential providers from local
provider analyses

Channel

• Relevant technical
issues
• Geographical and
historical
background on
emerging issues
• Capacities and
plans of major
partners

Subject
matter
expertise

Topic

Resources of potential partners Role for the Academy

Audience

Gap

Source: Dalberg analysis

• To be identified

• Identify potential partners who can
provide required information

4 Needs assessment

Channel

Resources of potential partners

Role for the Academy

• High degree of knowledge but very restricted
ability to: reach new audiences; deliver
systematic training
• In-person training on needs assessment in
emergencies
• In-person experiential training programme
includes extensive needs assessment content

• Work with existing
providers to
understand goals and
approaches to needs
assessment

• Needs assessment in
multi-stakeholder,
multiagency
environments
• Applications to
technical program
areas (especially
outside education
and WASH)

Subject
matter
expertise

• Staff in smaller
national NGOs

Curriculum
–
development

• Understand needs of
potential users and
develop curriculum for
remote or blended
learning

Local input

• To be identified

• Work with practitioners
to identify specific
needs

Expertise in
new delivery
models

• To be identified

• Support design and
delivery of remote or
blended learning
resource

Local
facilitation

• To be identified

• Identify potential
providers from local
provider analyses

Audience

Topic

Gap

• All field staff,
especially those new
to needs assessment
• Staff unable to access
in-person training

Source: Dalberg analysis

5 Coaching, leadership and change management
Gap

Resources of potential partners

Role for the Academy

• Suite of courses on people management
developed
• Additional experts to be identified

• Identify interest in codeveloping content
with Academy
• Identify individuals
within partner
organisations who can
provide content input
or act as steering
group, given absence
of single organisation
with this remit

Subject
matter
expertise

• New managers
• New senior
managers/ director

Curriculum
• Extensive training materials on core
• Assess appetite to
development
competencies in leadership and management
extent current core
developed and delivered (e.g. Context)
trainings to local
providers and online,
remote providers

Channel

Audience

Topic

• Coaching
• Leadership
• Change
management

• Webinar provision in
leadership and
coaching is well
developed when
compared to other
topics, requiring less
innovation in delivery

Source: Dalberg analysis

Local input

• To be identified

• Identify and
understand needs of
potential users

Expertise in
new delivery
models

• Organisations support in-house webinars,
remote support on coaching and leadership
etc. but not yet open to wider sector

• Investigate feasibility
of extending or
replicating internal
remote leadership
facilitation webinars
externally

Local
facilitation

• To be identified

• Identify potential
providers from local
provider analyses

6 Managing donors and partners

Audience

Topic

Gap

Resources of potential partners

Role for the Academy

• High demand for existing training on partner
management but low capacity to provide at
scale
• Donor management courses for UK and EU
available on market

• Investigate appetite
to co-develop nonintroductory trainings
based on internal
knowledge

• Field staff at all levels
• Particular need
among smaller,
national NGOs as
they start to receive
more funds directly
from bilateral donors

Subject
matter
expertise

• Partnership with large,
international funders
• Partnership between
local and
international NGOs

Curriculum
• Interest in expanding blended options and
development
reaching new audiences
• Partners are investigating expanding remote
and self-paced online learning options
• Existing providers have identified demand from
southern NGOs

• Develop coherent
food security
curriculum from
existing subjectspecific offerings

Local input

• To be identified

• Support tailoring of
existing curriculum to
new audiences

Expertise in
new delivery
models

• To be identified

• Support design and
delivery of remote or
blended learning
resources

Local
facilitation

• To be identified

• Work with practitioners
to identify specific
needs
• Identify potential
providers from local
provider analyses

Channel

• Remote or self-paced
provision

Source: Dalberg analysis

7 Training specific to national staff

Channel

Audience

Topic

Gap

Resources of potential partners

Role for the Academy

• Partner profile will depend on exact content
expertise needed

• Identify trainings from
database for
adaptation

• Programme
management skills
(e.g. security)
• Partnership with other
organisations

Subject
matter
expertise

• National staff at all
levels, especially
entrants to
humanitarian field

Curriculum
• Large INGOs often have:
development
– Supply In-house training provision and
curricula
– Demand Large numbers of national staff in
local offices

• Investigate user needs
and priority topics in
detail
• Develop guidelines on
targeting national staff
(in terms of form and
content)

Local input

• To be identified

• Support tailoring of
new courses to new
audiences

Expertise in
new delivery
models

• To be identified

• Support design and
delivery of remote or
blended learning
resource

Local
facilitation

• To be identified

• Work with practitioners
to identify specific
needs
• Identify potential
providers from local
provider analyses

• Requirement for
training reflecting
differences in
language ability and
prior
education/training
from ex-patriot staff
• Need for low-cost
remote training given
typical prioritisation of
international staff
training

Source: Dalberg analysis

8 Support for remote managers

Channel

Audience

Topic

Gap

Resources of potential partners

Role for the Academy

• No resources were identified during
landscaping exercise

• Identify and work with
individuals in relevant
organisations to
understand issues and
techniques to include

• Methodologies for
managing people and
projects remotely, from
planning to coaching
to monitoring

Subject
matter
expertise

Staff managing remotely:
• sites where travel is
difficult or hazardous
• staff of partner
organisations in
contexts where access
by INGOs is restricted

Curriculum
• Exact training needs are still to be determined
development • Different organisations and different user
profiles will have varying needs from the
curriculum

• Work with
organisations requiring
remote management
skills to understand
needs
• Develop curriculum in
remote management
techniques

Local input

• To be identified

• Support tailoring of
new courses to new
audiences

Expertise in
new delivery
models

• To be identified

• Support design and
delivery of remote or
blended learning
resource

Local
facilitation

• To be identified

• Work with practitioners
to identify specific
needs
• Identify potential
providers from local
provider analyses

• Must be accessible in
low-bandwidth, difficult
to reach areas as well
as headquarters

Source: Dalberg analysis

9 Training for community responders

Channel

Audience

Topic

Gap

Resources of potential partners

Role for the Academy

• National volunteer organisations offer
comprehensive training to community
members
• Some but not all resources are available
publicly

• Support more
detailed mapping of
national
organisations’
available resources

• Introductory material
across many topics,
with requirements
varying by local risks

Subject
matter
expertise

• Community
responders, with wide
variety of experience
and knowledge

Curriculum
• To be identified (Training of community
developmen
responders is not systematic)
t

• Understand diverse
profiles of community
responders
• Understand content
needed during
response

Local input

• Support tailoring of
new courses to new
audiences

• Likely to require a wide
variety of channels,
depending on local
contexts

Source: Dalberg analysis

• To be identified

Expertise in • “Cascade” methodology for community
new delivery
responder training already practised
models
• To be identified

• Identify developers
(internal or external
to Academy)
• Support design and
delivery of remote or
blended learning
resource

Local
facilitation

• Work with
practitioners to
identify specific
needs

• To be identified

10 Technical issues training for senior staff

Channel

Audience

Topic

Gap

Resources of potential partners

Role for the Academy

• Clusters provide extensive introductory
materials on technical issues

• Investigate content
gaps in publicly
available materials
• Understand possibility
of publicly available
material with privately
run provider
mechanisms

• Awareness of technical
issues – especially
interlinkages

Subject
matter
expertise

• Directors and senior
managers, especially at
headquarters,
responsible for
programming decisions

Curriculum
• Trainings for senior managers available on
development
market

• Identify content needs
of senior managers for
planning and specific
knowledge gaps

Local input

• To be identified
• Input on technical challenges in specific
contexts needed

• Support tailoring of
new courses to new
contexts
• Understand level of
variation by context
required

• Online or compressed
options needed
• Major constraint is time
rather than remoteness
or language

Expertise in
new delivery
models

• E-Learning options for managers target senior
staff in less time-intensive manner

• Understand best
format for senior staff
and directors –
especially applicability
of remote formats to
technical issues

Local
facilitation

–

–

Source: Dalberg analysis

The Academy can help to address broader gaps
by providing guidance for content developers
Cross cutting gap
• The majority of training is not tailored to distinct
professional audiences
• In particular, the large majority of self-paced training is
generalist and not tailored to a professional audience
• Blended learning or remote workshop options are less
available
• Few non-workshop resources offer tailored feedback
through e.g. webinars

• The majority of resources have no clear
geographic target

Source: Dalberg analysis

Support needed by content
developers
• Profiles of different potential
audiences and their needs

• Case for the benefits of
blended learning
• Guidance on how to develop
remote and blended learning
resources from existing courses

• Guidance on adapting
abstract training to local
contexts
• Guidance on engaging local
delivery partners
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The Academy can pursue three learning
packages and one additional outreach tool in the short term
Area of work

1 Children’s needs
for technical
plans

Existing resource
Wide expertise and various internal
resources
Expertise in child protection
Protecting children in conflict zones
Various e-Learning resources
In-person training on children in
emergencies

Questions to resolve
How should the curriculum
look? Who should shape it?
Which resources are
appropriate to adapt and
incorporate?

Established curriculum in leadership and
management is open-source
Various commercial providers have
delivered the training in a variety of
contexts
NGOs have delivered Context-based
training internally

Which organisations can run
Context training locally?
Which national organisations
have used the Context
curriculum? How has it
worked, and what (if any)
additional content is
needed?

6 Managing donors

Partner management training
Donor management training

How can internal blended
learning capacity be
developed and supported?

+ Sector-wide

Online registers of humanitarian
organisations and training providers

How can the Academy and
work with existing
databases to co-design
new resources to:
• Be useful to the sector
• Raise awareness of the
Academy?

5

Coaching,
leadership and
change
management

and partners

outreach

Interviewees identified four additional
broader goals for collaboration
Raised awareness of
preferred
methodologies

Access to unreached
audiences

Empowered partners

Quality assurance

“We have a limited reach.
… Anything that’s doing
something to reach a
wider audience is
excellent. Anything
anybody is doing to bang
the drum about [our
preferred standards] is
positive.”

“The clear added value is
if you can reach
community responders or
national staff. With
classroom trainings that’s
almost impossible.”

“The focus on national and
local capacity aligns well
with our aim to do more
with partners, so there’s a
clear complementarity
there.”

“There’s no shortage of
private providers. We
sometimes struggle to
work out who’s good and
the value of some of the
syllabuses.”

“We need to reach out to
local organisations so that
they understand the
[humanitarian standards]. “

“What would be great is
widening the audience
and getting direct
linkages with
stakeholders at different
levels.”

“Like the rest of [our
organisation internationally,
our local organisation] also
been in process of writing its
strategy for the coming
years, and a big part of our
programmatic priority will
be working through partners
– so that speaks to what
HLA can do or our
expectations of it. “

“[The need] isn’t really
where the gaps are; it’s
identifying the quality of
the initiatives. That’s a
key issue; it’s not the
quantity or coverage; it’s
the quality.”

“[The main value is]
awareness of the
function of the cluster
approach in general to
reach regional or
subnational levels so that
all partners know what
the clustering is.”

Source: Interviews

Potential partners raised three important questions
Questions asked of the Academy

How will the
Academy’s business
model reflect
partners’ different
goals?

Feedback from potential partners

•

•

•

What content will the
Academy seek from
partners?

•

What services will
partners be able to
draw on for their own
training programmes?

•

Source: Interviews

•

Next steps

Some potential partners develop training
content for profit generation (especially external
consultancies and those delivering in-person
training)
Others aim to share content widely and for free
(especially humanitarian agencies and
partnerships)

•

Some potential partners find it difficult to share
their own proprietary content
Others are only able to consider use of
proprietary content on a case-by-case basis
Many potential partners are willing to contribute
institutional knowledge to develop training in
certain themes where they do not yet have a
training resource

•

Partners have identified the following logistical
needs that the Academy can help them meet:
– logistical support (e.g. introductions to local
training providers and translators, training
venues)
– translation

•

•

•

•

Develop policy on pricing
partners’ content
Share pricing options with
potential partners

Communicate programming
priorities
Develop clear content “asks” for:
– Organisations providing
existing training content
– Content co-creators
– Delivery partners
– Training customers

Finalise the in-country services
available to partners, including
availability of Academy
resources to support nonAcademy training
Develop differentiated “offers”
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Annex 1: Additional analysis – Content by topic
Number of courses and materials by content topic
197

Not specified
The humanitarian system
and humanitarian law

37

Health services

40

Water, sanitation and hygiene

43

23

45

25

14 9 11 301

15 14 15 147

17 15 7 15 5 99

46

5 6 4 4 69
4

Shelter and settlement

9 15 15 6 6 55
4

Other services (education,
psychosocial support)

13 13 7 5 44

Food and nutrition security

17 48 8 4 43
2

Gender

8 9 5 2 27
21

Livelihoods

8 4 3 22

•

Few resources are tailored to
specific crises types

•

Of those resources that do
target a crisis type, the majority
address conflict or natural
disasters

33

430

Not specified

Conflict

Natural disaster

Famine

Disease

Drought

N = 412. Totals sum to more than 412; courses are counted in each relevant category (e.g. a course on famine and drought is counted against both
famine and drought)Source: Dalberg analysis; Interviews

Annex 2: Additional analysis – Content by crisis focus
Number of courses and materials by crisis focus

Not specified

230

Conflict

44

Natural disaster19

57

39

11 23 13 13 6 66

Drought

11 19 13 116 60

Not specified

Response

21 16

6

10

31

19 5 350

152

23 14 6 101

Famine

Disease

35

65

• Across all issues,
materials concentrate
on response over
readiness and
resilience

8
5 60
10

Recovery

Readiness

Resilience

N = 412. Totals sum to more than 412; courses are counted in each relevant category (e.g. a course on famine and
drought is counted against both famine and drought)
Source: Dalberg analysis; Interviews

Annex 3: Additional analysis - Content by audience
Number of courses and materials by audience

Not specified

124

Technical specialist

32

Field staff

45

5

24 1 30

HQ staff

12

2
16
2

Health professional

5 8 13

Self-paced

3 15 7 12 202

25 2 19 2 80

Government staff

In-person

41

Blended

10 9

4

3

•

The majority of training
available is not tailored to a
specific professional audience

•

The large majority of selfpaced training is generalist
and not tailored to a
professional audience

71

Remote

Training or workshop resource

Not specified

N = 412. Totals sum to more than 412; courses are counted in each relevant category (e.g. a course on famine and drought is counted against both
famine and drought)
Source: Dalberg analysis; Interviews

